The 10.00 Index Class
Body/Interior:
1. No dragsters, roadsters, altered, or center-steer cars.
2. Back half or factory rear suspension allowed.
3. At least 1 (one) working tail light is required.
4. Full square or round tube chassis cars are allowed, so long as they have stock appearing body lines.
5. Any size drive tires allowed.
6. Diapers recommended.
7. Gutted interiors are allowed.
8. Lettering and decals are allowed.
Electronics:
1. No throttle stops, electric or pneumatic, will be allowed.
2. No delay boxes allowed. Box cars who wish to run will have to remove the box from the car before
they go up the hill.
3. Electric or air shifters allowed.
4. Progressive nitrous systems allowed.
Safety:
All cars must meet the IHRA/NHRA safety requirements.
Drivers must wear the safety equipment required for the ET's being run.
Format:
1/4 mile race
10.00 Index
.4 PRO TREE = COURTESY STAGING MANDATORY = NO DEEP STAGING
ALL RUN FIELD WITH NO LADDER. YOU WILL PULL INTO THE LANES AND BE PULLED AT RANDOM.
BYE RUN GOES TO CLOSEST TO 10.00, THEN IT WILL BE BASED ON REACTION TIME.
DOUBLE BREAKOUT CLOSEST TO 10.00 WINS.
ENTRY/PAYOUT:
ENTRY FEE: $50
PAYOUT: TBA
OUR GOAL:
We here at QCMP are looking to keep the heads up index series as simple and effective as possible! The
rules are geared to bring in as many racers as possible, and the all-run field will make sure everyone gets
a chance to play! We hope with good car counts and support, we can keep adding more classes!

The 10.50 Index Class
Body/Interior:
1. No dragsters, roadsters, altered, or center-steer cars.
2. Back half or factory rear suspension allowed.
3. At least one (1) working tail light is required.
4. No full square or round tube chassis cars permitted.
5. Any size drive tires allowed.
6. Diapers recommended.
7. Gutted interiors are allowed.
8. Lettering and decals are allowed.
Electronics:
1. No throttle stops, electric or pneumatic, will be allowed.
2. No delay boxes allowed. Box cars who wish to run will have to remove the box from the car before
they go up the hill.
3. Electric or air shifters allowed.
4. Progressive nitrous systems allowed.
Safety:
All cars must meet the IHRA/NHRA safety requirements.
Drivers must wear the safety equipment required for the ET's being run.
Format:
1/4 mile race
10.50 Index
.5 PRO TREE = COURTESY STAGING MANDATORY = NO DEEP STAGING
ALL RUN FIELD WITH NO LADDER. YOU WILL PULL INTO THE LANES AND BE PULLED AT RANDOM.
BYE RUN GOES TO CLOSEST TO 10.50, THEN IT WILL BE BASED ON REACTION TIME.
DOUBLE BREAKOUT CLOSEST TO 10.50 WINS.
ENTRY/PAYOUT:
ENTRY FEE: $50
PAYOUT: TBA
OUR GOAL:
We here at QCMP are looking to keep the heads up Index series as simple and effective as possible! The
rules are geared to bring in as many racers as possible, and the all-run field will make sure everyone gets
a chance to play! We hope with good car counts and support, we can keep adding more classes!

The 11.50 Index Class
Body/Interior:
1. No dragsters, roadsters, altereds, or center-steer cars.
2. Factory style rear suspension.
3. Working headlights and taillights are required.
4. Full square or round tube chassis cars are allowed, so long as they have stock appearing body lines.
5. Any size tire allowed.
6. Diapers recommended.
7. Gutted interiors are allowed.
8. Lettering and decals are allowed.
Electronics:
1. No throttle stops, electric or pneumatic, will be allowed.
2. No delay boxes allowed. Box cars who wish to run will have to remove the box from the car before
they go up the hill.
3. Electric or air shifters are NOT allowed.
4. Progressive nitrous systems allowed.
Safety:
All cars must meet the IHRA/NHRA safety requirements.
Drivers must wear the safety equipment required for the ET's being run.
Format:
1/4 mile race
11.50 Index
.5 PRO TREE = COURTESY STAGING MANDATORY = NO DEEP STAGING
ALL RUN FIELD WITH NO LADDER. YOU WILL PULL INTO THE LANES AND BE PULLED AT RANDOM.
BYE RUN GOES TO CLOSEST TO 11.50, THEN IT WILL BE BASED ON REACTION TIME.
DOUBLE BREAKOUT CLOSEST TO 11.50 WINS.
ENTRY/PAYOUT:
ENTRY FEE: $40
PAYOUT: TBA
OUR GOAL:
We here at QCMP are looking to keep the heads up Index series as simple and effective as possible! The
rules are geared to bring in as many racers as possible, and the all-run field will make sure everyone gets
a chance to play! The 11.50 class is our entry level class that we hope will bring in a new generation of
racer. With some of today's factory cars going in the 11's, we're trying to get as many up and coming
racers involved as possible with this class!

